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I Am Immune - Entropy
Entropy is the new single from I Am Immune. A blend of electro-rock, indie and prog with a
modern sound. I Am Immune’s immediate up-tempo guitar based indie rock mixed with
soaring soundscapes and emotional yet controlled vocals from Pete Boyd makes for a thoroughly immersive listening experience.
Entropy includes four well tested tracks tried out on their loyal fanbase over the last couple
of years of gigging round the UK. Each track will send shivers down your spine with the combination of Tim Clark’s guitar work and Pete’s effective vocal style.
“Entropy represents a transitory experiment into more tightly structured, instrument
based writing compared with our earlier work as Faetal. We wanted to write some
songs which were more raw and which relied less on soundscapes and electronic layers
(though they still make something of an appearance). We wanted something to punctuate the change from Faetal to iAi and draw a line between our last album and the
one we are now writing.”
Pete Boyd, I Am Immune
“Entropy is a much awaited release for both I Am Immune’s fans and myself, having
followed them live in both this guise and under their previous identity as Faetal we’ve
all been desperate to see if their studio presence could match up to their astounding
live prescence, and it does. Entropy is a powerful emotional ride.”
Bob Barker, Line Out Records

4. Flightless
(Instrumental)

Entropy will be available on CD and as a digital download through Amazon, CD Baby,
OnLineOut, iTunes, Emusic, Napster, TuneTribe and many other stores.
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I Am Immune are available for interview, and live shows which are performed as a 4-piece.
For extended information, audio samples, photographs please visit
http://www.lineoutrecords.com/bands/IAmImmune/Entropy

Some Quotes...
Note: I Am Immune were previously known as Faetal
I Am Immune take things off in a guitar direction creating awesome, towering postpunkpop songs layered in electronica. It’s like listening to The Killers produced by
Trent Reznor, and this is a good thing. In a scene so often populated by earnest young
men shouting from behind laptops it’s a real treat to see a bunch of lads careering
around the stage knocking off riffs as though they were auditioning to be in The Spiders from Mars. Londonist.com
“..a combination of fierce rock guitar,bowie glam, reznor angst, and quirky electronica” faetal could be the next big thing..” Rock Sound Magazine
“Faetal are one of many 3 person indie outfits in the world, but within their music
they are pushing the boundaries of every generic style, and creating a sound that is
truly unique to them. A sound which brinks on retro, but using contemporary, if not
futuristic digital techniques and elements. This adds to a harder hitting act with a
pioneering sound, and a varied repertoire.” Pulse Rated
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